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Victorian Era > Queen Victoria 

}  “Victoria (1819-1901) was queen of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (1837–
1901) and empress of India (1876–1901).  

}  She was the last of the House of Hanover and 
gave her name to an era, the Victorian Age.  

}  During her reign the English monarchy took on its 
modern ceremonial character. 

}   She and her husband, Prince Consort Albert of 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, had nine children, through 
whose marriages were descended many of the 
royal families of Europe.” 

http://www.history.com/topics/british-history/queen-victoria 

Victorian Era 

}  “Victoria (1819-1901) was queen of the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland (1837–
1901) and empress of India (1876–1901).  

}  She was the last of the House of Hanover and 
gave her name to an era, the Victorian Age.  

}  During her reign the English monarchy took on its 
modern ceremonial character. 

}   She and her husband, Prince Consort Albert of 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, had nine children, through 
whose marriages were descended many of the 
royal families of Europe.” 

http://www.history.com/topics/british-history/queen-victoria 

Victorian Era 

}  1830 (1837) – 1900 
}  In Meggs book  

“The Reign of Queen Victoria (1819-1901)”  
means how long she lived. 
She was born in 1819, but did not become queen 
until 1837 at the age of 18.  
She then ruled until her death in 1901.  

Victorian Era 

}  But the “Victorian Age” or “Victorian Era” usually 
refers to 1830s-1900.   
 
              ^^^That’s 2/3 of a century! 
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Prang and Co. and others, c. 1880 - early 1900s, collection of chromolithography Forst, Averell & Co., poster for Hoe printing press, 1870. 

Victorian Era 

}  1830 (1837) – 1900 
}  Large-scale expansion of British imperial power.   
}  During the 19th century, the British empire 

extensively expanded its colonial presence in many 
parts of Africa, in India, in the middle-east and in 
other parts of Asia. 

}  (Perhaps the most significant blow to its  
ever-growing power had occurred in the late  
18th century with the successful revolt of its  
13 American colonies.) 

Victorian Era 

}  1830 (1837) - 1900 
}  Strong moral, religious beliefs 
}  Proper social conventions 
} Optimism 

 
}  Industrial Age Review: 

} Middle class 
}  Photography available 
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Post-mortem photography 
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Victorian Era 

}  1830 (1837) - 1900 
}  Strong moral, religious beliefs 
}  Proper social conventions 
} Optimism 

}  Love of  “complex, fussy” ornament 
}  ECLECTIC confusion 

Title page for The Pencil of Nature, 1844 

Design language of chromolithography 

}  Popular narrative of romantic painting in 
Victorian era closely linked with graphic 
illustration of chromolithographers 

}  Collecting “scraps” 
} Vivid color 
} Wildflowers, butterflies, children, animals, birds 
 

Prang and Co. and others, c. 1880 - early 1900s, collection of chromolithography 

Design language of chromolithography 

}  Letterpress printers and admirers of fine 
typography and printing were APPALLED 
 

}  “Designers” had absolute (too much?) freedom 

Schumacher & Ettlinger, lithographers, cover and pages from Our Navy booklet, 1888 

Chromolithography 

The Riverside Print Company of Milwaukee, poster C.W. Parker Co.’s Carry-Us-All portable carousels, undated 

Chromolithography 
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Package design chromolithographed on tin for food and tobacco products 

Chromolithography 

}  Package design chromolithographed on tin for 
food and tobacco products 

Chromolithography 

}  Package design chromolithographed on tin for 
food and tobacco products 
}  Nonporous metal couldn’t absorb printing inks, 

surfaces hard and inflexible 
}  Reversed images printed on to thin paper, 

transferred onto sheet metal under great pressure 
}  Paper backing soaked off, leaving printed images on 

tin plate 

Walter Crane, Red Riding Hood, 1875 

Great Exhibition of 1851 

} “The Great Exhibition in 1851 was  
the first international exhibition of 
manufactured products. 

}  It was organized by Henry Cole and  
Prince Albert, and held in a purpose-built 
Crystal Palace in Hyde Park. 

Great Exhibition of 1851 Great Exhibition of 1851 

Great Exhibition of 1851 

Important summation of progress of Industrial 
Revolution & catalyst for future developments 
> 6 million visitors 
> 13,000 exhibitors  
> All industrial nations 

Great Exhibition of 1851 

The Crystal Palace The Crystal Palace The Crystal Palace 
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The Crystal Palace, Great Exhibition of 1851 The Crystal Palace, Great Exhibition of 1851 

Meanwhile in Paris, France: 

Morris Pere et Fils (letterpress printers) and Emile Levy (lithographer), “Cirque d’hiver” poster, 1871. Claude Monet: Spring Claude, Orchards, 1840 
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Meanwhile in Paris, France: 
}  “In 1874, a group of artists called the Anonymous Society 

of Painters, Sculptors, Printmakers, etc. organized an 
exhibition in Paris that launched the movement called 
Impressionism.  

}  Its founding members included Claude Monet, Edgar 
Degas, and Camille Pissarro, among others.  

}  The group was unified only by its independence from  
the official annual Salon, for which a jury of artists from 
the Académie des Beaux-Arts selected artworks and 
awarded medals.”  

American Editorial & Advertising Design 

}  Though Americans not nearly as affected by Victorian 
as those living in England, the new country was of 
course still affected in many ways 
 

} During end of Victorian period… 

American Editorial & Advertising Design 

} Era of Pictorial Magazine 
} Harper and Brothers 

} Largest printing and publishing firm in  
world by mid-1800s 

The Illuminated Bible, Containing the Old and New Testaments. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1846.  

American Editorial & Advertising Design 

} Era of Pictorial Magazine 
} Harper and Brothers 

} Largest printing and publishing firm in  
world by mid-1800s 

} Then began Harper’s New Monthly Magazine 
¨ English fiction and woodcut illustrations 
¨ Design: still eclectic, but cleaner 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/5/58/1859_Harpers_New_Monthly_Magazine_description_in_Harper_%26_Brothers_List_of_Publications.png; http://www.aboutbookbinding.com/images/Harpers-
Monthly-Magazine.jpg 
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Richard G. Tietze,    poster    for Harper’s Magazine, 1883 Richard G. Tietze, DETAIL: poster for Harper’s Magazine, 1883 

Charles Dana Gibson, poster for Scribner’s, 1895 

American Editorial & Advertising Design 

}  Rising tide of literacy 
}  Plunging production costs 
} Growth of advertising revenues pushed number 

of newspapers and magazines published in  
US from 800 to 5,000 between 1830 and 1860 

American Editorial & Advertising Design 

http://thesocietypages.org/socimages/files/2010/04/Picture1.jpg 

}  By end of century, magazines like Cosmopolitan 
and McClure’s carried +100 pages of 
advertisements in every issue 
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American Editorial & Advertising Design 

}  Development of advertising agencies 
}  Closely related to growth of magazines 

}  First “advertising agency” in Philadelphia called 
 Volney Palmer (or V.B. Palmer’s) 
}  Mostly handled media, sold space for publishers 
}  More of an agent for media than for advertisers 

American Editorial & Advertising Design 

}  Development of advertising agencies 
}  Closely related to growth of magazines 

}  First in Philadelphia called Volney Palmer 
}  Mostly handled media, sold space for publishers 

}  1880s, N.W. Ayer and Son in Philadelphia began 
providing services like copywriting 

American Editorial & Advertising Design 

}  By end of century, agencies were on the way to 
providing full spectrum, from art direction to 
production to media selection 
}  But creative department and art director as we know 

today did not develop until closer to mid-1900s in US 

Charles Dana Gibson, poster for Scribner’s, 1895 

Victorian Typography 

}  Taste for ornate elaboration became a major 
influence on type and lettering design 

}  Shadows, outlines, embellishments applied while 
retaining classical letter structure in first half of  
19th century 

Typeface Designs, Ihlenburg, Cumming, others 

Victorian Typography 

}  In 2nd half of 19th century, advances in industrial 
technology permitted metal-type foundries to 
push elaboration, including fanciful distortion of 
basic letterforms to an extreme degree 

}  Passion for ornate Victorian typeface began to 
decline in 1890s, yielding to revival of classical 
typography, inspired by the English Arts and 
Crafts Movement 

ARTH 3573 
HISTORY OF GRAPHIC DESIGN 

5 | victorian era, arts & crafts movement, william morris 
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}  Arts and Crafts Movement 
}  Ruskin influenced Morris 

 

}  Morris (particularly fabrics and wallpapers)  
influenced Mackmurdo and overall Arts and Crafts Movement 
 

}  Mackmurdo founded Century Guild (included furniture 
and metalwork, wallpaper , enameling, and textiles)  
}   Hobby Horse publication, inspired Morris (and Art Nouveau) 

 
}  Morris creates the Kelmscott Press  

(part of the Private Press Movement) 

}  ^ DESIGN AS ART or “APPLIED ART” 
Arthur H Mackmurdo, title page for Wren’s City Churches, 1883.  

Art and Crafts Movement 

}  Flourished in England during last decades of 
19th century as reaction against social, moral, 
artistic confusion of Industrial Revolution 

} Mass-produced goods of Victorian era 
abhorred as “cheap and nasty” 

} Societies and guilds sought to  
establish democratic communities 
united for the common good 

Art and Crafts Movement 

} Writer/artist/philosopher John Ruskin 
(1819-1900) 

Art and Crafts Movement 

} Writer/artist/philosopher John Ruskin 
(1819-1900) 

} Inspired the philosophy of the movement  
} “John Ruskin (1819-1900) was one of the 

most ambitious and impassioned English 
social reformers of the 19th century.  

} He was also – at first sight – a deeply 
improbable reformer, because he seemed to 
care mostly about one thing – beauty – 
which has a reputation for being eminently 
apolitical and removed from ‘real life’.” 

http://thephilosophersmail.com/perspective/the-great-philosophers-13-john-ruskin/ 

Art and Crafts Movement 

} Writer/artist/philosopher John Ruskin 
(1819-1900) 

} Rejected mercantile economy 
} Encouraged union of art and labor in  

service to society 
} Beautiful things were valuable and useful 

precisely because they were beautiful. 
} Also concern for social justice, national 

education system, elderly 
}  Influenced William Morris 

}  Arts and Crafts Movement 
}  Ruskin influenced Morris 

 

}  Morris (particularly fabrics and wallpapers)  
influenced Mackmurdo and overall Arts and Crafts Movement 
 

}  Mackmurdo founded Century Guild (included furniture 
and metalwork, wallpaper , enameling, and textiles)  
}   Hobby Horse publication, inspired Morris (and Art Nouveau) 

 
}  Morris creates the Kelmscott Press  

(part of the Private Press Movement) 

}  ^ DESIGN AS ART or “APPLIED ART” 
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William Morris (1834-1896) 

} Designer 
} Writer 

 
}  Social Reformer  

William Morris 

}  Fascinated with 
medieval history, 
chronicles, poetry 

 

Dante Gabriel Rossetti, (L) Proserpine, 1880, (R) Roman Widow, 1874 John Williams Waterhouse, 'Hylas and the Nymphs' 1896; The Lady of Shalott, 1888 

Poesis (c. 1880), was designed by William Morris and Edward Burne-Jones  
Manufactured by the Royal School of Art Needlework. 

Jane Morris (DET. By Rosetti)  Philip Webb,  The Red House, 1859. 
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Philip Webb,  The Red House floorplan, 1859 

William Morris 

}  Fascinated with  
medieval history, 
chronicles, poetry 

} Craftsmans = Artisans, 
not mass-produced 

 

https://www.william-morris.co.uk/a-full-history/ 

Philip Webb,  The Red House, 1859. William Morris 

William Morris 

William Morris 

}  Fascinated with  
medieval history, 
chronicles, poetry 

} Craftsmans = Artisans,  
not mass-produced 

} And workers could  
find joy in their  
WORK again 
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William Morris 

}  Fascinated with  
medieval history, 
chronicles, poetry 

} Craftsmans = Artisans,  
not mass-produced 

} And workers could  
find joy in their  
WORK again 

} Embraced socialism 
 

}  Arts and Crafts Movement 
}  Ruskin influenced Morris 

 

}  Morris (particularly fabrics and wallpapers)  
influenced Mackmurdo and overall Arts and Crafts Movement 
 

}  Mackmurdo founded Century Guild (included furniture 
and metalwork, wallpaper , enameling, and textiles)  
}   Hobby Horse publication, inspired Morris (and Art Nouveau) 

 
}  Morris creates the Kelmscott Press  

(part of the Private Press Movement) 

}  ^ DESIGN AS ART or “APPLIED ART” 

Arthur Mackmurdo (1851-1942) Arthur Mackmurdo 
}  English architect, designer, and a pioneer of the English 

Arts and Crafts movement 
}  Studied with John Ruskin 

Arthur Mackmurdo 
}  English architect, designer, and a pioneer of the English 

Arts and Crafts movement 
}  Studied with John Ruskin 
}  Influenced by William Morris 

Arthur Mackmurdo 

} His architectural designs show Italian influence, 
but its pure originality mark him as a forerunner 
of the Modernist movement.   
}  (obvious influence to Art Nouveau) 

Arthur H Mackmurdo, chair, 1861 

Arthur Mackmurdo 

} His architectural designs shows Italian influence, 
but its pure originality mark him as a forerunner 
of the Modernist movement.  

} Many say he displays the FIRST realization of  
Art Nouveau in the book cover of  
Wren’s City Churches 
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Arthur H Mackmurdo, book cover for Wren's City Churches, 1883 

Century Guild 

Arthur H Mackmurdo, Century Guild trademark, 1884 

}  Mackmurdo founded the Century Guild  
of artists (1882), based upon the teachings of 
 William Morris, to produce better furniture and 
decorative accessories  
(than were then available commercially via  
mass production and overworked out-of-touch  
factory employees) 

Century Guild 

} Design arts were to  
be elevated to “their 
rightful place beside 
painting and sculpture.” 

}  Renaissance and  
Japanese element 

}  Link between  
Arts and Crafts 
Movement  
& Art Nouveau 

Arthur H Mackmurdo, Century Guild trademark, 1884 

Arthur H Mackmurdo, design element from the Hobby Horse, 1884.  

The Century Guild Hobby Horse 

Selwyn Image, title page from The Century Guild Hobby Horse, 1884 

}  Layout, typesetting,  
handmade paper, intricate 
woodblock illustrations 

}  Introduced Arts and  
Crafts philosophy to  
the rest of Europe 

} Disbanded 1888,  
but influenced 
}  Private Press Movement 
}  Art Nouveau 

}  Arts and Crafts Movement 
}  Ruskin influenced Morris 

 

}  Morris (particularly fabrics and wallpapers)  
influenced Mackmurdo and overall Arts and Crafts Movement 
 

}  Mackmurdo founded Century Guild (included furniture 
and metalwork, wallpaper , enameling, and textiles)  
}   Hobby Horse publication, inspired Morris (and Art Nouveau) 

 
}  Morris creates the Kelmscott Press  

(part of the Private Press Movement) 

}  ^ DESIGN AS ART or “APPLIED ART” 

William Morris, trademark for the Kelmscott Press, 1892. William Morris, Golden typeface, 1888-90 William Morris (designer) and Walter Crane (illustrator), The Story of the Glittering Plain, 1894 
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William Morris, Kelmscott Press 

}  “Few of Morris’s endeavors might seem more 
remote from the ideals of his socialist 
engagement than his practices as the founder 
and manager of the Kelmscott Press.  

} He himself, however, vigorously defended his 
undertaking as a utopian protest against 
capitalist practices which had destroyed the art 
of bookmaking, as they had destroyed—or 
corrupted—everything else.”  

William Morris Archive, The Kelmscott Press –  
http://morrisedition.lib.uiowa.edu/BookArts/KelmscottPressIntro.html 

William Morris, Kelmscott Press 

}  “One cannot understand the moral intensity of 
Morris’s typographical writings without realizing 
that he did not merely wish to improve the 
printing of books:  
in fact . . . he wanted to alter the course of 
Western history.” 

William S. Peterson, ed., The Ideal Book: Essays and Lectures on the Arts of the Book by William Morris, Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1982, xxiii.  

William Morris, Kelmscott Press 

}  “…to make beautiful things, for Morris, [was]  
to make unalienated things,  
to reclaim the thing-ness of things from the 
dilutions, adulterations, and abstractions of 
commodification— 
a material act nevertheless also  
“the embodiment of dreams,  
a utopian vision that owe[d] as much to Keats as 
to Marx, the redemption of the senses.” 
Jeffrey Skoblow, “Beyond Reading: Kelmscott and the Modern,” in Richard Matthews, ed.,  
The Victorian Illustrated Book, Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2002, 241-42. 

William Morris, Kelmscott Press 

}  “Morris’s print work hearkened back to an 
idealist tradition in which art occupied a higher 
plane and served as an ethical model, 
  
but also drew on Aestheticism* and Marxism*  
to complicate that tradition by continually 
insisting on the artificiality of this ideal . . . ..” 

Elizabeth C. Miller, “William Morris, Print Culture, and the Politics of Aestheticism,”  
Modernism/Modernity 15.3 (2008), 478. 

William Morris, Kelmscott Press 

Related to 
Aestheticism  

Related to 
Marxism  

William Morris, Kelmscott Press 

Related to 
Aestheticism  

Related to 
Marxism  

William Morris (designer) and Walter Crane (illustrator), The Story of the Glittering Plain, 1894 Illustration of the Ship of the Warriors of the Raven by Walter Crane for The Story of the Glittering Plain Illustration of the Princess’s Book by Walter Crane for The Story of the Glittering Plain  
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William Morris (designer) and Edward Burne-Jones (illustrator), The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, 1896 William Morris (designer) and Edward Burne-Jones (illustrator), The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, 1896 William Morris, from The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, 1896 

}  He sought refuge in the handicraft of the past 
 While he developed design attitudes that charted  
 the future. 

 
}  In his return to printing methods of the  

incunabula period,  
 he used initials, borders and ornaments that were 
 interchangeable, modular, repeatable –  
 a basic aspect of industrial production applied  
 to the page 

William Morris: Paradoxes 

William Morris, from The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, 1896 

}  Morris taught design could bring art to the  
working class  

 via exquisite furnishings of Morris and Co. and 
 Kelmscott books only available to wealthy 

William Morris: Paradoxes 

William Morris, from The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, 1896 

} His call for workmanship,  
truth to materials,  
and making the utilitarian beautiful 
influenced the idea of  
form follow function 
This was  adopted by succeeding 
generations who sought to unify  
not art and craft, but art and industry.  

William Morris: Lasting Influence Private Press and Book Design 

} Private Press Movement 
}  Sought to restore the holistic experience of 

apprenticeship, which had been destroyed by 
subdivision of labor and machine production 

}  Morris’s influence led to this,  
though he didn’t live to see most of it 

Private Press and Book Design 

} Guild of Handicraft, England 
} Charles R. Ashbee gathered from  

Kelmscott Press after Morris’s death 
}  Joined with T.J. Cobden-Sanderson to  

establish Doves Press 

T.J. Cobden-Sanderson and Emery Walker, pages from the Doves Press Bible, 1903 Lucien and Esther Pissarro, pages from Ishtar’s Descent to the Nether World, 1903 
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Private Press and Book Design 

}  Bruce Rogers,  America 
}  Book designer 

Bruce Rogers, title page design Bruce Rogers, typographic page  

Bruce Rogers 

Applied the ideal of the 
beautifully designed book to 
commercial production, 
becoming very influential 
and setting the standard for 
the 20th century book 

Bruce Rogers, page from The Centaur, by Maurice de Guerin, 1915 

Bruce Rogers 

Applied the ideal of the 
beautifully designed book to 
commercial production, 
becoming very influential 
and setting the standard for 
the 20th century book 

Private Press and Book Design: Typography 

}  Rudolf Koch, Germany 
} Deutsche Schrift (German Script) 
} Neuland 

Rudolf Koch, Halbfette Deutsche Schrift, 1911-13, Schmale Deutsche Schrift, 1910-13 

Rudolf Koch, Neuland, 1922-23 

}  BIG break from 
Textura-influenced 
type ongoing  
in Germany at  
the time 

}  VERY close to  
sans serif, though 
not quite 

Rudolf Koch, Neuland, 1922-23 

FYI: 
}  World  War 1 > 1914-1918 

}  Bauhaus > existed 1919-1933, Germany 

}  Nazi Party (WW2) > grew into a mass movement and 
ruled Germany through totalitarian means from  
1933 to 1945. 

}  World  War 2 > 1939-1945 

Private Press and Book Design: Typography 

}  Frederic W. Goudy,  America 
}  Plus 122 typefaces of his own,  

including Goudy 
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Page 45 from American Type Founders’ Specimen Book and Catalogue 1923 http://luc.devroye.org/Infinitype--GoudyOldStyle.png http://luc.devroye.org/Infinitype--GoudyOldStyle.png 

Frederic W. Goudy, booklet cover, 1911 Pages from American Type Founders’ Specimen Book and Catalogue 1923 

Private Press and Book Design: Typography 

} Morris F. Benton 

Morris F. Benton, typeface designs 1906-1931 

Private Press and Book Design 

} 1920s:  
William Dwiggins, book designer,  
used the term “graphic designer” 

Legacies of the Art and Crafts Movement 

} Attitudes about: 
} Materials 
}  Excellence in: 

} Book design 
} Typography 
} Private press 

}  Form follow Function 
}  Social value 
} Visual Style 
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}  Arts and Crafts Movement 
}  Ruskin influenced Morris 

 

}  Morris (particularly fabrics and wallpapers)  
influenced Mackmurdo and overall Arts and Crafts Movement 
 

}  Mackmurdo founded Century Guild (included furniture 
and metalwork, wallpaper , enameling, and textiles)  
}   Hobby Horse publication, inspired Morris (and Art Nouveau) 

 
}  Morris creates the Kelmscott Press  

(part of the Private Press Movement) 

}  ^ DESIGN AS ART or “APPLIED ART” 


